For years, we have rightly learned that communication in and between organisms depends on soluble mediators and cell-to-cell contact. The evidence that microvesicles released by one cell might provide information to another cell or is capable to modify the immediate and the distant environment emerged only over the last two decades (Fig. 1) . Initially, such membrane-coated vesicles were considered as waste to be eliminated or to correspond to activating surfaces for coagulation. Only more recently did it became apparent that there was more to it. These vesicles transmitted messages-suppressive, activating and/or modifying messages. Interestingly, even bacteria release vesicles, which seem to bulge from the outer membrane. Most cells release microvesicles, spontaneously or after stimulation. Thus, this universal phenomenon may have two fundamental functions: get rid of unnecessary material and transmit messages. In this series of reviews, the second aspect will be mainly emphasized since many novel aspects have emerged and merit attention. There has been no attempt to cover the whole field, but rather to illustrate some fundamental aspects, which are presently under investigations.
First, bacteria produce vesicles. These outer membrane vesicles (OMV) of gram-negative bacteria have revealed a mechanism by which virulence factors can be concentrated and transmitted at a distance to other bacteria. Can Ünal and colleagues describe this phenomenon, discuss how these vesicles can vehicle toxins, serve as activators [1] or decoy for the immune system, but indicate as well, that it has been possible to use OMV to our advantage, i.e. by modifying and using them as vaccines. Indeed, the efficacy of the OMV-derived vaccine against the serotype B meningococci is around 90%; nothing similar has been obtained by other methods to date. The idea to use microvesicles as vaccines has also been taken up by tumour immunologists! Eukaryotic cells release different type of vesicles. Without matrix vesicles released by mineralizing cells, we would be boneless and even teethless! The existence of such vesicles was over a longer period of time disputed, until it was realized that they were essential for calcification to take place. Ellis Golub describes the complex biological properties of matrix vesicles [2] . He indicates, however, not only the good side of these annexins and phosphatidylserine (PS) containing vesicles, but also that they are responsible for pathological calcifications as seen in atherosclerotic plaques.
But not all vesicles are shed from the cell surface as matrix vesicles. There has been an extensive series of studies on the formation of exosomes, a type of vesicle that is formed inside the cell and then secreted. Exosomes are produced/stored in multivesicular bodies, express specific proteins of the endosomal compartments, and have a characteristic size of around 50-100 nm. Initially described in reticulocytes, they were found in many cells, including immune cells-in particular dendritic cells-and in tumour cells as well. Many groups of researchers have explored these exosomes in depth, their formation, the expression of specific molecules on their surface and of course their possible functions. Very interesting are the studies, which define their immune response enhancing or blocking activities. The Paris team has for more than a decade explored the potential role of dendritic cells in immune responses (Nathalie Chaput and Clotilde Théry) [3] . Douglas Taylor and Cicek Gercel-Taylor have defined exosomes of tumour cells and placenta [4] more than 20 years ago and provided much evidence concerning their capacity to modify their microenvironment. Both review present up to date knowledge in the field of exosomes.
Exosomes transmit messages by their surface proteins and lipids. However, the observation that intra-vesicular components might transmit not only proteins, but also different types of RNA and DNA has fascinating perspectives. Indeed, the cells taking up such materials might be modified profoundly. Tae Hon Lee and co-authors describe the "cargo" function of exosomes, and show thanks to recent data obtained in their own group how oncogenes are transmitted from tumour cells to cells around the tumour-an oncogenic field effect [5] . It is possible that such transfer of genetic material is part of normal biology and development as well.
One should not forget that much initial work on microvesicles has been performed with platelets. Activated platelets release a large number of microvesicles directly from the cell surface (shed microvesicles=microparticles, also called ectosomes) and exosomes. These microparticles express much PS, thus, allow coagulation to proceed. Olivier Morel and colleagues describe this interaction between vesicles originating from platelets and other cells found in blood and the coagulation cascade, a field, to which they have contributed extensively [6] . Evidently, there is more to it than just coagulation, binding to endothelial and inflammatory cells induces further reactions, which merit to be understood if we want to control pathological situations related to excessive platelet activation.
Salima Sadallah et al. review recent evidence that many circulating cells release ectosomes, i.e. vesicles budding directly from the cell surface. This has been known for a long time for platelets and erythrocytes when attacked by complement. Interestingly, ectosomes released by polymorphonuclear leukocytes, the very cells that enhance inflammation, have anti-inflammatory and immunomodulatory activities [7] , probably because of the expression of PS similar to apoptotic cells.
Indeed, apoptotic cells and bodies show a change in the distribution of the membrane bi-layer phospholipids with PS being scrambled from the internal layer to the external surface. The high expression of PS and oxyPS induces their phagocytosis by macrophages but also by by-standard cells with induction of an anti-inflammatory/immunosuppressive reaction [8] . Benjamin Frey and Udo Gaipl recapitulate what is known about PS on apoptotic cells and microvesicles, so as to allow us to better understand the role of PS expression under different conditions [9] .
